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Abstract 

   Fair is an important necessary factor to be set and achieved in any society that is mentioned 

in all of Islamic contexts. Even it is insisted in Koran and through prophets expressing. It is a 

social parameters should be applied between people living every where. Fair means getting 

each right to its owner. Each damages achieved by man should be removed of society. Each 

person in a society has some rights to live freely with peace and welfare. Anyone has not 

allowance in using his/her facilities. Therefore it should be mentioned that it is required to set 

a safe and powerful justice system including lawyers, employee and some experts doing 

regular and accurate tasks and have jobs to achieve arrangement and law there. Fair is related 

to correct right, law and correct relations. Defaults and sins mean bad and false tasks persons 

do in society against basic law instructions for living well. Although most of these tasks have 

some benefits for the person apparently, it damaged to others and society. It should be 

mentioned that needs to a safe and good justice system to apply facts rather than people living 

there. We must accept the basic law instructions written for living better. We consider fair 

and its types; study reconstructive one characteristic and conditions applying in a society. 

Through this study, its applied and useful role in a society, particularly, decreasing defaults 

and sins, as bad and incorrect tasks.                                                                                              
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Introduction  

      Each person does tasks and his/her activity in favor of himself/herself. Default and sin 

happens because it is in favor of only default person. So due to it a right is transferred in a 

bad situation (Rite et al., 2005). Reconstructive fair has some components led to peace, 

welfare and friendship. They are: satisfactory, hidden act, sorely, worriedly and support. One 

of other important characteristic of reconstructive fair is that two sides of struggle are 

candidate against classic justice; and this property has good influence socially in human 

relations (Najafi, 2003). As it was mentioned, support is a property of reconstructive fair. It is 

due to human right protection whet support is applied in favor of damaged person and his/her 

family. It is do damaged person is influenced badly with harmful effects due to default; 

therefore it is necessary to support the person financially, emotionally… (Miroghee, 2003). In 

some countries such as America and England, there is some flexibility fitting fine rather than 

default and however, it should be formulated between two sides of struggle (Khazaee, 1957). 

One of the most properties in reconstructive fair in a human sense is reconstructing effect on 

defaults and sins. It wants to correct relations and has a behavioral influence on persons. In 

fact it improves behavior and relations in world. Of course it has some harmful signs, but 

they are not dangerous or serious. For example, others may inform about justice result 

between two sides. In reconstructive fair, two sides should agree and do some guarantee for 

finishing justice event (Alfini, 2000). It could be expressed judges may not be happy and 

satisfied after justice judgment. The main purpose through justice process is agreement of 

two persons or sides. So all persons involved during struggle should be agreed after 

judgment, and it is a difficult task and a none easy job (Mc Ray, 2006). Education and 

learning this type of fair system is appropriate and capable for all of age domains and it has 

good effect on student involved through justice process (V. S inst., 2001).  Reconstructive 
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fair associations include members and persons of all levels of people who want to do peace 

task in human relation and correct their relations. At first, they face to adult tasks not badly 

doing in society. Of course this fair could be applied on little persons and in adult ones do 

defaults or sins (U.S dept. Justice, 2001). If human relations would be corrected and 

behaviors would be well, the society will be safe and social relations will be excellent. 

Society properties are due to it people and social relations between people. If each person 

living wants only her/his rights, no one wants to attack others limitations, tasks and acts will 

be done well. A basic component in man life is faith. It is the most important cause for each 

other to be armed in mankind sense forming man relations. If someone has faith to the one 

God, he/she/ tries to do his/her act on a complete way to prevent attack others territories. 

  The main application and benefit of reconstructive fair is correcting the human relations and 

improving social behavior between society people. In fact it has a very good applied effect 

socially affect on all people tasks and jobs. 

 

Mechanism of Reconstructive Fair and Society 

   As it was mentioned before in this paper, fair is necessary and essential behavioral 

parameter forming spiritual structure in a society. We accept basic rules and justice system to 

apply law in man relations, why it thinks of rights of all people living in society. In fact fair is 

the most important problem attacks with default and sin. It wants to presents fair to give each 

person his/her right. Every person act and behavior is evaluated rather than fair accepted but 

its justice system. Value and limitations of fair is calculated in terms of its fair system 

criteria. If we don’t perform fair marks and some how take distance from fair, we have done 

default and if it damages to some one or his/her rights, it would be name as sin. This type of 

fair tries to remove damages and injuries, and two sides of the problem could attend through 

the process. Two sides are the center of the fine system; government and lawyers help the 

process be done easier in an optimum behavior. Reconstructive fair have been known as an 

improving justice system to be accompanied by two sides removing damages and injuries as a 

social momentum since about three decades ago. In fact, this fair tries to stable peace relation 

between default people and damaged one; of course it mentions to dissipate damages and 

injuries and at last friendship would be achieved fixed. In Islamic contexts and in the holy 

Koran it is mentioned to stable peace and take away enemy; so satisfactory of damaged side 

would present such this judgment. Although reconstructive fair is a rather than new right 

concept and is developed in Europe, its main root is recognized in Islamic contexts. It could 

be expressed that reconstructive fair is developing in different societies and countries because 

fine fair has some loss; why defaults and sins would not be decreased. However, if mankind 

sense would be applied and a reconstructive fair be set in a society, it is to some extent safe 

and away from each think illness. 

  Society is meant set of people with at least similar properties living in a domain or location 

need to be with each other to remove their requirements for social life. As we know, man has 

social and psychological needs furthermore physical and material ones. It is expected that 

struggle and giggle are some characteristic in life. Each person has a material and a spiritual 

world internal and external which are accompanied with the person. So it should be existed a 

justice system to judge between persons living there when they have difference in their acts, 

trades, behaviors and operations doing applied. We should predict a safe system including 

some experts to do judgment between true and false, correct and error. Of course it should get 

each side of the expression itself right completely. Therefore, some parameter such as fair 

would happen. Fair means the above fact and correct social behavior. In fact, it is a social and 

psychological characteristic of people in a society to have good judgment while some right is 

discussed about. Classic justice systems need to apply a reply as a result of the struggle or 

giggle according to instructions existed in the basic law notes… . Reconstructive fair is An 
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instant fair to improve people acts and behaviors and at last, set a peaceful and calm man 

relation. The main difference of this fair rather than the past ones, classic justice system, is 

that in this one, an association including some experts, lawyer and advisor try to achieve a 

space and situation for two sides of the struggle/giggle to speak to each other to remove 

differences behaviorally. In fact there are lawyer and advisor for improving mankind 

relations. It is important to be mentioned that reconstructive fair has a basic view of damaged 

person and it faces two persons or sides of the justice process to improve relations and give 

back cancelled right from damaged person.   

 

Principles and viewpoints in reconstructive fair system 

   This type of fair has different viewpoints socially in man behaviors extended in trade, 

behavior, act and all of persons operations. It has main and branches for paying mankind 

relations. The first international conference on reconstructive fair for risks, acts and research 

was hold in Belgium in 1997 recognizing reconstructive fair principles and ideas. Through 

that hypothesis, some suggestions were presented, necessary to be applied in man relations. 

1) Default should not be interpreted as individual act to cancel public rules legally. 

2) The main operation through justice act is not punishment the default person, but we 

want to dissipate damages set by the bad act to reconstruct fair applying. 

3) Role of public justice responsible is reconstructive fair doing, supporting a safe and 

correct judgment process to present the damaged right correctly and completely. 

4) This should not be ignored that damaged person could attend through judge process or 

not. 

5) In reconstructive fair process it should be mentioned that proportionality of fine and 

default should be noticed completely.  

The main applied principles as observers on justice process are as the below: 

1- Each person could attend in reconstructive fair process, if he/she wants to do. 

2- Taking away from win one side of the justice against the other side/person. 

3- Availability some other advisor organizations. 

4- Availability of several possible solutions for the difference. 

5- Existence of stages that do not remove person rights essentially. 

6- Supporting personal security. 

7- Supporting damaged persons. 

8- Respecting to civilization rights and personal characteristics. 

 

  As it is insisted on before in this paper and through past researches too, through 

reconstructive fair, try is doing taking away from canceling some rights and in fact, damaged 

person is in center of process. 

 

Conclusion and discussion 

   If people think well and society would be safe socially and psychologically, spiritual factors 

are respected and no person rights won't be removed or cancelled. Reconstructive fair is an 

applied and good system and regime in man behavior process. Of course people must want to 

obey the justice system. So the justice system must be safe and away from removing any 

right. If it is happens and a safe and complete justice system be applied in a society  and be 

respected well, that society could expect safe and correct man relations; in this society, 

people respect each other rights and do nor remove peace and friendship too. So we must 

accept a rather complete justice system governing people behaviors and acts and at last, we 

respect its properties and necessities. In Islam the holy Koran, including the One God 

commands to live better in a safe environment and the prophets too are the main head and 

leader to direct Muslims to the correct and complete fact. Fine fair is faced to some losses 
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nationally and internationally as classic fair system. Therefore it needed to be improved and 

be changed basically. Insecurity increasing such as in people trade, smokes illnesses and 

terrorism has set a need to present a complete fair system to remove defaults and sins. As a 

result, reconstructive fair replies to default in a new behavior nationally and internationally. It 

includes some sessions of speaking two sides of justice. None of two sides of the fair act 

should have any supporter and also, the manager of the process should have independence. 

Therefore respectful behavior and progressive stages should be managed through the justice. 
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